
Process Properties - An Introduction

Lets imagine the following two processes:

WebServer

and Behavior = (request -> respond -> Behavior).

All we know about the WebServer process is that it shares the actions
request and respond.

Now, what happens when we compose these two processes? What is the
emergent or new behavior?

What do we learn if we are now told that the emergent behavior is
exactly the same as the initial WebServer process?

Because of synchronization, we learn that every request action must
be followed by a respond action! But, better than that, it does not
matter how big the behavior of the WebServer process is, we still know
this!!



Properties of Concurrent Programs

A program property is something that holds for every possible
execution of that program.

On the Introduction to Formal Specification course you will already
have encountered various properties that sequential programs must
satisfy.Testing is formally about verifying that instances of program
properties hold for that program.

We have now examined a number of concurrent programs.Clearly, with
concurrency, we may have very simple components to our
program.However, when they are composed together (in parallel) their
collective behavior can be very complex.Indeed, our behavior can be so
complex that testing alone is now completely inadequate!

For these reasons, it is imperative that we state and verify properties of
our concurrent programs.



For us, program properties shall simply provide constraints on the types
of trace behaviors that we shall allow.We shall use a special type of
process (the property process) to describe these constraints.

So, for example, perhaps for some process with the alphabet
{knock, enter}, we always wish the knock action to occur before the
enter action.Any other combination of actions should be regarded as
an error.Thus, we may describe such a process constraint via the
property process:

Constraint =

(knock -> enter -> Constraint

| enter -> ERROR

| knock -> knock -> ERROR).

In general, property processes often have action sequences that lead to
the ERROR process.In other words, these action sequences are not
valid.For this reason, those action sequences not mentioned in a
property process are mapped to the ERROR process by default.



Because property processes map action sequences (that are not
mentioned in the process) to the ERROR process by default, they must
be prefixed by the keyword property. Otherwise they will be treated as
standard processes!

Thus, the above property process is equivalent to the following:

property Constraint = (knock -> enter -> Constraint).

It is possible to exploit this default behavior to specify that actions
must not occur.Thus, for example, a property process that must never
engage in the disaster action is specified via:

property Safe = END + { disaster }.

Notice the essential use of alphabet expansion here to say that our Safe
process can interact with the disaster action.Also note the essential
use of the END process to say that we have no constraints, other than
disaster being mapped to the ERROR process.



Example 1 Recall from the week 5 practicals the following concert hall
process definition for booking seats:

Terminal =

(client

-> seat[nos: 1..Max].free -> seat[nos].book

-> ticket[nos] -> Terminal).

Seat = (free -> book -> END).

||ConcertHall =

(forall seat[n: 1..Max] {t1,t2}::seat[n]:Seat

|| t1:Terminal || t2:Terminal).

This process was designed to avoid the possibility of double booking the
same concert hall seat twice.In other words, we always expect the
following sequences of actions to lead to an error:

{t1,t2}.seat[nos: 1..Max].book followed by
{t1,t2}.seat[nos].book

All other action sequences do not capture the idea of double booking a
seat.



We can capture these constraints via the following property process:

property GoodBooking =

({t1,t2}.seat[nos: 1..Max].free -> GoodBooking

| {t1,t2}.seat[nos: 1..Max].book ->

({t1,t2}.seat[nos: 1..Max].free -> GoodBooking

| {t1,t2}.seat[nos’: 1..Max].book ->

if (nos == nos’) then ERROR else GoodBooking

)

).



Verifying Property Processes

In order to verify that a property process holds for a program process
we need to define a new checking process to achieve this.This may be
accomplished by composing the property process and the program
process together.

Thus, for the Concert Hall process example above we would define the
checking process:

||CheckGoodBooking = (GoodBooking || ConcertHall).

Within the LTSA tool, we may then compile our checking process and
then request that the LTSA tool look for possible violations of our
property process.Should no violations be found, then this is
reported.Notice that it is still prudent to document and explain why
you believe your program process satisfies the property process.



When violations are detected, then the LTSA tool prints a trace of
actions that will lead the checking process (and so the program
process!) into the ERROR state/process.This action sequence can then be
replayed via the LTSA process animator.

Using the LTSA tool to check that the GoodBooking property process
does in fact show that no violations of this property exist.



Example 2 There is a single bridge spanning a river.The bridge only
allows cars to travel along it in single file.Blue cars always travel across
the bridge from right to left; whilst red cars always travel across the
bridge from left to right.More than one car may be on the bridge at the
same time, but only if they travel in the same direction.

blue car
red carred car

blue car blue car

Our aim is to build a process model of this problem such that no
accidents (ie. red and blue cars collide) occur on the bridge!

This example shall also illustrate how using constraints (ie. property
processes) whilst solving the problem allows us to add in additional
checks (cf. tests) during the answers development.

Since cars simply enter and exit the bridge, the we may model these via
the process:

Car = (enter -> exit -> Car).



Now, we need to capture the fact that a number of cars may enter the
bridge at the same time and in the same direction.The following process
achieves this:

EntryConstraint = EntryConstraint[1],

EntryConstraint[nos: Reg] =

([nos].enter -> EntryConstraint[nos%Max+1]).

In an analogous manner, we need to capture the constraint that a
number of cars traveling in the same direction may exit at the same
time:

ExitConstraint = ExitConstraint[1],

ExitConstraint[nos: Reg] =

([nos].exit -> ExitConstraint[nos%Max+1]).

Putting this altogether we obtain a process that engages in a series of
enter actions followed by a block of exit actions:

||Cars = ([Reg]:Car || EntryConstraint || ExitConstraint).



Now, our bridge needs to keep a tally of the number of blue cars and red
cars that have entered it.To do this, we shall provide our Bridge process
with two indexes.Using guarded actions, we may then attempt to avoid
situations such as, where a read car enters before a blue car has
exited.Thus, we arrive at the process:

Bridge = Bridge[0][0],

Bridge[nRed: 0..Max][nBlue: 0..Max] =

(when (nBlue == 0) red[Reg].enter -> Bridge[nRed+1][nBlue]

| when (nRed == 0) blue[Reg].enter -> Bridge[nRed][nBlue+1]

| red[Reg].exit -> Bridge[nRed-1][nBlue]

| blue[Reg].exit -> Bridge[nRed][nBlue-1]

).

Thus, our proposed solution is the process:

(Bridge || red: Cars || blue: Cars).



Now we have solved this problem hoping that our final solution will not

allow different coloured cars to enter the bridge at the same time.We
need to verify that this is indeed the case.To achieve this we will need to
specify a property process:

property Oneway =

(red[Reg].enter -> RedCars[1]

| blue[Reg].enter -> BlueCars[1]

),

RedCars[nos: Reg] =

(red[Reg].enter -> RedCars[nos+1]

| when (nos == 1) red[Reg].exit -> Oneway

| when (nos > 1) red[Reg].exit -> RedCars[nos-1]

),

BlueCars[nos: Reg] =

(blue[Reg].enter -> BlueCars[nos+1]

| when (nos == 1) blue[Reg].exit -> Oneway

| when (nos > 1) blue[Reg].exit -> BlueCars[nos-1]

).



We may then check our proposed solution via the process:

||CheckBridge = (Oneway || red: Cars || blue: Cars || Bridge).

Checking this property within the LTSA tool does indeed show that our
bridge does not allow two differently coloured cars to enter it at the
same time.


